
Hub 5in1 with 4 Ports USB 3.0 and USB-C cable Vention TGKBF Ref: 6922794746756
USB-C 3.0 Hub to 4 Ports with Power Adapter Vention TGKBF 1m Type ABS

Hub Vention 5-in-1 Black 1m
The Vention 5-in-1 Hub is a true gem among computer accessories. Its USB3.0 interface ensures lightning-fast data transfer speeds of
5Gbps  while  guaranteeing  smooth  operation  of  connected  accessories  such  as  mice  and  keyboards.  Additionally,  the  hub  allows
simultaneous  charging  of  two  smartphones,  making  it  a  definite  advantage  for  those  who  use  multiple  devices.  The  modern  USB-C
connector, combined with a 1-meter cable, offers versatile connectivity options, and its ability to handle hard drives up to 8TB makes it
an indispensable tool for those storing large amounts of data. All  of this is enclosed in an elegant black casing that complements any
hardware setup.
 
Fast Data Transfer
One of the advantages of the Vention hub is its ability to transmit data at an incredible speed of 5Gbps. Thanks to the USB3.0 interface,
this hub not only offers compatibility with a wide range of devices but also ensures rapid file, music, and video transfers.
 
No Delays in Work
If  you  value  smooth  operation  and  work  comfort,  this  hub  is  an  excellent  choice.  When  connecting  your  mouse,  keyboard,  or  other
accessories  to  it,  you  can  be  confident  that  you  won't  experience  any  delays.  This  ensures  that  your  work  is  more  efficient  and
comfortable.
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Charging Two Smartphones Simultaneously
Have  you  ever  had  to  choose  which  of  your  devices  to  charge  first?  With  this  hub,  you  have  the  option  to  charge  two  smartphones
simultaneously. Simply connect the hub to the charger and then your devices, and enjoy the convenience of both charging at the same
time.
 
Versatile USB-C Connector
The 1-meter hub cable is equipped with a modern USB-C connector. This forward-looking solution not only ensures better compatibility
with new devices but also means that the hub will serve you well for a long time.
 
Support for Large Hard Drives
Planning to connect a large hard drive? This hub supports hard drives with capacities of up to 8TB. This means you can store and transfer
large amounts of data without worrying about their safety.
 
 
BrandVention
ColorBlack
Cable Length1m
InterfaceUSB, USB3.0 x 3, micro USB
Supported Hard Drivesup to 8TB

Price:

Before: € 13.5054

Now: € 12.60
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